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TilE EYES AND EARS OF COLUMBIA

Minority retention:

Committee makes proposals
By John G. Cline
StRff Writer

Stu.d ents trash
Hokin -with Art
In the middle of the exhibit,
an old oil drum proudly advertises that "the United States
·~
A truck-load of trash hit the generates twice as much garHokin Annex last week as the bage as Europe and JaJ>iln."
Garbage Art Exhibit came to While a milk c~n. reads, : 40
' ,.. · educate Columbia studentS on percent of plastiC'~pack<lgmg
~~
(IJIINII'aed·by.lild.uatry.":
-~·,w~, - -en-an-old phone lJoo.!l-is_tl\e
Thursday Apri122,HoklnCen- message, "Paper products ~ke
ter ~r CarolAnn Brown, up40percentoflandfillwa~e."
~nine students spent two Anotherlabelsays,''By~year
«nonths collecting garbage. 2009,80 percent of landfills that
The -students were Natalie exist today will be full." On a
..whiie,.Matt Miller, Carrie Birk, potted plant, "'25 percent of
Angi Williams, Jen Ebenroth, landfill is organic material,
Denise Keating, Arthur Torres, yard waste and food."
Karen Kemp and Andrew LenThe project straddles the
' bart.
fence between art and the en"The exhibit focuses on vironrnent.
landfills and waste we don't
"I've created a nice blend,
take responsibility for," Brown said junior Jen Ebenroth. " It
said. Along with a Jot of trash, didn't take long to collect the
the exhibit contains labels on stuff because it is everywhere,
the garbage to educate the stu- See Earth
dents about what they throw
away.

JohnG.Oine
5111/fWriltr

Columbia College suffers
from unintentional and possibly intentional racism, according
to a recent report by a school
committee.
The President's .Committee
on Minority Student Developm ent and College Life
presented its report to President John B. Duff on April 1.
History Coordinator Glen
Graham, who chaired the commi ttee, said the report
recommends ways the college
can help students deal with
racism.
The committee has b een
working on the report for more
than a year, said member
Madeline Roman-Vargas, assistant dean of student life.
The Institutional Research
Department interviewed two
focus groups, one AfricanAmerican and the other Latino.
The researchers distributed
. flyers on campus and .a sked the
stud!7ll ~l~teers Wdescribe

how they felt they were perceived by the university.
Some minority students said
they felt a g reater sense of
belonging at Columbia than at
other schools. Transfer students said they found
Columbia more receptive,
Roman-Vargas said.
Other students expressed dissatisfaction with the Columbia
faculty. One student said h e felt
his teachers were not as open to
minorities in the classroom as
they were to their other students, Roman-Vargas said.
Overall, she said, "the report
is very positive toward Columbia."
Duff will review the report
and respond to its findings by
April 29. The administration
will then decide what actions, if
any, to take, Graham said.
The committee also examined
the
declining
enrollment and retention rates
among minority students, as
well as the problems they face.
Of the 1992 graduating class,
16.5 percent were African

American, down from 17.4 percent in 1991, according to
Institutional Research. Latino
graduation rates in 1992 were at
5.1 percent, down from 5.7 percent in 1991.
The numbers are "appalling,"
Graham said. "The college has
an obligation to help all students graduate, not just the
gifted ones."
Committee membe rs said
they want to expand the diversity of the faculty and educate
teachers and staff about the issues of racism, Graham said.
The 11-member committee,
formed four years ago, meets
once a month to address
problems facing minority stu- .
den ts. Graham said the
committee may include students in the future.
Members of the committee
include: Graham, Paul Carter
Harrison of the theater/music
department;
Lya
Dy~

See Commi«ee
page2

Legends on Wabash
Tami Bartlett
CDrrtsporr4mt

The dimly lit entrance leads
to a wall d ecked with three
" Entertainer of the Year"
awards encased in glass. Tshirts, books, a nd compact
discs make up a collection of
Blues legend Buddy Guy
memorabilia.
Just past the door there is a
long bar with two of Guy's

guitars mounted on the wall.
The bar opens into a doubleroom warehouse area with a
wide-screen TV and pool
tables. The blues are alive at
Buddy Guy's legends 754 S.
Wabash Ave.
Each night since June 1989,
performers have been belting
out rhythm and emotion at
Legends. That was the last year
Guy played in Chicago for the
annual Blues Festival. But

and Junior Wells played at
Guy's namesake on Tuesday,
March 23. The show was sold
out.
Seandra Holt, a regular at
Legends, says, "Blues lovers in
Chicago live for Buddy's performances. He is a role model
for so many aspiring
musicians."
Guy's most recent albums are
1991's "Damn Right I've Got
the Blues" and the new "Feels
Like Rain," which features
country stars Bonnie Raitt and
Travis Tritt on the title track.
" Damn Right I' ve Got the
Blues" won the Best Contemporary Blues Album Award
and five W.C. Handy blues
awards.
Although
Guy
own s
Legends, his appearances are
few and far between. He has a
tiring schedule, often traveling
across the country month after
month. In March alone, Guy
and Wells made their way
across the country and Canada.
The performance of the 23rd
was strictly acoustic. In fact,
electric guitars are never found
at Legends on Tuesdays. Gary
Walls only attends Tuesday

See Legends
page7
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High-schoolers Upward Bound
2

Earth Day at Columbia

Photos mix past and present
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Program bo~.U<r.t~help
high-school students
Thank God it's finally ended. ! couldn't take one more day
of it. I am talking, of course, about the government's battle
with the Branch Davidian Cult and cult lead er, Vernon
Howell, a.k.a David Koresh. What _w as the whole d eal with
this thing? Who cares? Here's a bunch of brainwashed idiots
who believe that Koresh is the Savior. Okay, so they just
happen to have enough artillery to blow Texas off the map.
Who needs Texas anyway?
If they were doing something illegal, the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms should have gone in and arrested
whomever was breaking the Jaw. The original charges were
weapons violations. So go in and get the violators. Supposedly
the ATF didn't want to injure any women or children. That's a
noble idea. However, if the cult members didn' t care what
happened to their own people, why should we?
The government never called me and asked, "Hey, Leslie,
we are going to spend about $200,000 a day for almost two
months so that we can take this compound without having to
injure any of these brainwashed, religious-freak cult members
- what do you think?"
Here' s a bunch of dingbats who are ready and willing to die
and I say if they want to die, let them die. These people all had
to be whacked out to join a group like this in the first place. I
know they all must have had a screw or two loose.
Imagine Koresh trying to convince a person to join the cult.
"!have this great little place," he says. "It's run in a way to
make everyone (read: me) happy. You see, you join the group,
I have sex with all of the women, while everyone worships me
as their lord. All the members must do as I say, because I'm on
a big ego trip and J n~ to feel superior. However, in return
for worshipping me, an egocentric psychopath, I promise you
eternal salvation.''
For this, wl', the taxpayers, dished out around $10 million:
Was it worth it? I don't know. Has it affected my life in any
way? Let me think about it. Let's see...hmmm ...Well, before
this I was a poor, struggling student and now .. .l'm STILL a
poor, struggling student, only now I know ano ther place the
government is wasting my tax money.
When I first heard about the start of this failed raid, I
thought to myself, "Well, another bunch of religious psychos
gone bad." It's funny, because the day the compound burned
down, I thought THE EXACT SAME THING.
Now, relatives of cult members say that the government
pushed them into killing themselves or maybe even started
the fire themselves. Pushed them into it? Koresh promises to
give himself up after a radio broadcast. Then he reneges. He
promises to give himself up after their Passover....again he
reneges. Before tear gassing the place, the ATF tells the cult
members what they are going to do and warns them to get out
of the compound. They refuse. I ask you, John Q. Public, how
could anyone perceive this as a wrong move on the part of the
government?
The only thing the government did wrong was move too
slowly and waste time and money. Koresh was probably
getting off on the fact that the whole world was watching his
compound and his manipulation of the media and
government.
The worst thing is that the ATF and FBI could not win in
this situation. If they had gone in and taken the people being
charged by fo rce, there would have been suckers who would
have felt sorry for the so-called "innocent bystanders" who
wou ld have been injured or killed. Instead they waited, almost
everyone died anyway, and they look bad for either wasting
tax money or pushing cult members into an untimely death
against their choice. What a crock!
I am glad that I will no longer have to read about it, sec it on
TV or hear it o!' the radio. I say burn, baby, burn.

By Pat Reilly
SIIJffWrittr

A new Columbia program is
reaching out to city high
schools in an effort to prepare
disadvantagoo students for a
college education.
The Upward Bound Program, formed in September, is
a federally funded program
that is designed to help low-income students who are the first
in their families to pursue a college education.
Under the direction of Craig
Kirsch and counselor Carolle
Voltaire, the program provides
a number of services for 50 stud ents from Foreman, Von
Steuben and Holy Trinity high
schools. "We have a real good
group of kids," said Kirsch, a
former fiction writing teacher
and now a graduate student in
the film department. "We do a
lot of work to build self esteem.
We're not just academic."
Kirsch recruited high-$chool
students from all grade levels.
He ran a presentation at each
school and handed out applications. Kirsch now visits the
high schools twice a week and
tutors the students in the program. Upward Bound has
Saturday enrichment programs
twice a month on the Columbia
campus. The Saturday morning schedule includes classes
and field trips. Writing, math
ahd Science instructors are on
hand to help students.
Kirsch said he is "gearing"
toward the summer program,

when classes are offered for
Kirsch hopes the program
high-school credit. Students will grow in the future beyond
have the opportunity to take the three-year, $200,(XX) grant it
more electives like theater, art now receives from the federal
and French, Kirsch said.
government. Hmore funding is
"We help develop skills and available, Upward Bou."ld can
. motivation for success in post- grow to. 150 students, Kinch
'
secondary education,'' Kirsch said.
said.
'1t serves an important purStudents even get a real taste pose," Kirsch said of the
of college life with a one'week program. "There is an inresidential stay at Lake Forest credible amount of talent out
College. The six-week summer there.''
program also allows students
to take field trips on Fridays for
Committee
"cultural enrichment," Kirsch
frompagel
said. The group has plannee
~osenblum, vice.p resident and
trips to museums, the symdean of the graduate school;
phony and the Morton
Betty Shiflett of the fiction writArboretum. Guest speaker~
ing department; Mark Kelly,
will also appear throughout the
associate dean of student
summer.
development; Mario Castillo of
Kirsch, who used to run
the art and design department;
Northeastern's Upward Bound
Roman-Vargas; Bert Gall,
Program, has already seell
provost, executive vice president; Samuel Floyd, academic
some positive results.
"Someofthekidsrealizethey
dean; Sheila Baldwin of the
can succeed at the college
English department; and John
level," Kirsch said. "It i~
Mulvany, chairperson of the
designed to help give them an
photo and art department.
opportunity."
.
"The committee is not ghetThe Saturday mommg
toized," Graham said. "The
programs at Columbia even
committee members are In a
have some kids looking at thE'
position to make changes inLoop school as their home of
stead of just point out
higher learning, he said.
problems.''
Kirsch and his staff also help
Graham said students are
students prepare for their ACT
welcome to tell the committee
tests, fill out admissions apabout their experiences with
plications and financial aid
racism.
·
The committee also sponsors
forms.
"This is like an aU!!I\lati~ 4Cluciltionalgroupsandforums
school," Kirsch said~e ar&V.:f< for st\ldents and faculty. The
providing services thai schools · forums are held throughout the
aren't.''
year.

Earn a ~\·l a s t e r of Ans in Teac hing with ce rtificati o n in
E lem entary (1\.-\1), lnt erdi sciplinary Ans (1\.- 12). Eng lish
(6- 12}. & Physica l Scie nce (6- 12).
l.a~ e afte rnoon. eve ning. wee ke nd. a nd summ e r classes.

O pe n H o use Dro p-in H o urs: 2 PM -6 PM

EDUCATIONAL STVDIIS DIPAITMINT
1>24 South MiL•h igan Ave .. S u ite 60 1, (312) 663- 1600. ExL 3\10

justlookoutside. We could finn
more walking around the
neighborhood if we needed.
This year's Earth Day slogan,
"Oeaning Up the Earth, Local
to Global," is the main focus of
the exhibit.
"We want to involve the community as well as the students,"
Brown said. '1n the U.S., each
person generates four pounds
of garbage a day. We want to
create a greater understanding
and movement toward U>ki:"lg
responsibility for where o u r
garbage actually goes."
em the wall behind the exhibit is a mural that Identifies

the difference between living in
a technosphere, which runs in a
straight line and just keeps endlessly dumping, to an
(>l<Mphere, which flows in a circular pattern of reusing and
recycling all materials.
The exhibit also provided
literature on environmental issues and t-shirts designed by
Denise Keating a junior in fine
arts.
"I tried to make the shirt represent the local to global
theme," Keating 5a!d. "fo keep
what is close to you clean."
The proceeds from the shirts
will go toward a student
scholarship fund still to be
de:<!rmined, according to
Brown.

Nick Oza I SIBtrPrrooguo;tt&

Psychotherapist Lee Zahner-Roloff speaks ~n "the Feminine in Myth and Media."

Campus Happenings...
Journalism instructor and broadcast contest. The piec<·,
producer Larry YPI- "Grandma Elsie," chromded lu
len was one of this year's 86-ycar-old grandmother's batrecipients of the Herman Kogan tiE' with aging. It originally airec
award for legal journalism from last May on WBEZ radio.
Also in the fiction department,
the Chicago Bar Association.
Yellen received the award for his Hair Trigger 14, the annual
broadcast series "Solly D-The literary stUdent anthology, was
Making of a Mistrial," which ex- recently awarded a first place
posed juror confusion in the trial Golden Crown award by the
of alleged mobster Salvatore De- Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
Laurentis.
Fiction writing instructor
The Columbia College
Gary Johnson was awarded a Chess Team has earned a spot
first place Associated Press in the post-season playoffs of the
Broadcast award, for Best Chicago Industrial Chess
Documentary or Mini-Series in League to be held on May 15, at
the 1992lliinois Associated Press the R:mada Inn O'Hare.
~1V

Rape or seduction:
The ''Immaculate''
conception" to the myth of the
Greek god Zeus, who descended from the heavens to rapture
Was the Virgin Mary raped the fema le mortals and
by God? If this question piques nymphs. After being violated
by Zeus, these once frolicking,
your interest, read on.
Columbia's English depart- happy, young maidens and
ment
welcomed
Lee wood or water nymphs were
Zahner-Roloff, a Jung ian turned into trees, flowers or
psychotherapist and professor weeds. According to Zahneremeritus of Northwes tern Roloff, the transformation
University, to speak on "Viola!· made them like modem-day
ing the Feminine in Myth and rape victims. After a woman is
Media," in the Hokin violated in this way, she
Auditorium on April16.
generally becomes quiet, rasZahner-Roloff talked of how sive and does not move arou !ld.
myth and media reveal the Most rape victims are fort' er
, repression and punishment of shells of what they once w , re,
the feminine aspect in bo.th men due to a quick act of male 1g·
and women in male-dominated gression, Zahner-Roloff saic:.
social structures. Zahner- Zahner-Roloff also recounted
Roloff spoke with passion, as an old Croatian legend that
he explained the relationship employs effective, albeit
between sexuality and lan- gruesome
imagery
to
guage in media and myth, demonstrate how women need
captivating hi_s audience with to follow their instinctual
his wisdom and wit.
paths.
The talk sparked discussion
The story begins when a
among audience members, miller, on hard times, comes
some of whom related deep, upon a man who offers to give
personal experiences to Zah- him fantastic riches if he will
ner-Roloff, who seemed to give him what is behind the
command their respect and bam. The miller knows there is
trust. At times the event only an apple tree behind the
resembled a self-help group bam, so he agrees to make the
with people sharing their ex- exchange. However, it turns
periences related to " the out that themanisthedeviland
violation of the feminine."
the miller's daughter happens
And then there's the question to be behind the bam at that
of whether the traditional moment. The devil takes her
Christian God raped the Virgin away and cuts off her hands. As
Mary. She did not seem to give a result, she can only eat the
her consent. Zahner-Roloff food of the great mother, which
compared this "immaculate is pears. She then meets the

owner of the pear tree, who
marries her and provides her
with beautiful, and non-functional, silver hands. She regains
her hands when she, without
thinking, grabs her son from a
well. The moral is that males
who dominate in society, such
as fathers and husbands, cut off
the ability for females to freely
follow their own instincts.
Until women are prepared to
think for themselves in this
way. they remain helpless victims.
.
,
Anna Freud coined the term,
"altruistic"surrender'' which is
to violate your femininity, to do
good for others while never
touching the rage under the
surface of a life not lived. Is
there anyone who has not felt
that rage at one time?
In his parting words, ZahnerRoloff said that the goal for all
women is to live with
knowledge,
and
that
knowledge equals consciousness. He ended with a quote
from Carl Jung. saying. "What
we fail to make conscious, we
are destined to live out in fate."

By Felicia Morton
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Job ~~~'leads students
in the right direction
By Alphonso Myers ·
and Pat Reilly
StAff Writers

So you think there aren't any
jobs out there? Columbia held
two career seminars recently to
try to prove you wrong.
A writer's career night, sponsored by the fiction writing
department and career planning and placement was held
Thursday, April 15 to discuss
ways to break into the job
market.
The speakers discussed interviewing
techniques,
confidence, organizational
skills, persistence, creativity
and personal work experiences.
" I enjoyed speaking to the
students because I could relate
to where they're coming from,"
said Greg Kishubaug h of MeGain, Hunter Publishing. an
1985 alumnus of the fiction
department Among the other
speakers were Ed Eusebio,
editor of Hyphen magazine;
Chuck Rudnick, a 1985
graduate; Eric May, a 1975
graduate who is now a fiction
writing instructor; Marie
Ostrarello, a 1986 graduate;
placement counselor Paula
Eubanks; fiction writing
teacher Gary Johnson; and John
Schultz, fiction writing chairman.
Many of the speakers commended the d epartment's
Story Workshop method of
teaching.
'The Story Workshop helped
me to learn how to write in
dialogue," said Ostarello, assistant creative director at Frank
C. Nahser Advertising.
"Surprise words help you to
trust that the ability to write is
at your fingertips." Students
shouldn't quit, she added.
Schultz was pleased with the

outcome of the night's events.
''The graduates let us know
what we are accomplishing by
their advancement and being
able to support themselves," he
said.
They all agreed that persistence is the key to success and
that success is more hard work
than creativity. You can show
potential employers your writing skills by crafting a good
resume and cover letter.
The discussion ended with a
reception and a film showing
how many of the fiction writing
classes work.
"Challenge the Future," held
on Friday, was sponsored by
the career planning and placement office and featured 34
employers in the arts and communications fields. After
registering. students listened to
an alumni panel discussion and
a keynote address by Wayne
Johnson, vice president for Leo
Burnett advertising agency.
Afterwards, students met
with employers in classrooms
on the third floor of the Wabash
building. Companies involved
included the American Dental
Association, the Chicago
Tribune, Chicagoland 1V and
Encyclopaedia Britannica. Representatives were on hand to
answer questions and interview students.
"I wanted to see the types of
different jobs that are out
there," said Martina Menend ez, a senior majo ring in
journalism. "I want to know
what they can tell me."
Luella Parham, representing
Encyclopaedia Britannica, was
"very impressed" with
students' resumes. The company is looking for editorial
positions, she said."The competition is unbe lievable, "
Parham said. "A lot of m llege
grads would like to work for

our company."
She said students should be
flexible and learn about the
company and position they are
applying for.
Lawrence Smith did his
homework and said he was interested in applying to
non-profit organizations. The
seniormarketingmajorsaid the
job fair was a tremendous help.
"Job hunting is somewhat intimidating," Smith said. "Tius
gives us a chance to give out
soine resumes."

I'..

HAVE A HANDLE

ON YOUR JOB
SITUATION???

CAREER PLACEMENT SPECIALISTS (CPS) IS
ONEOFTHELARGEST CAREERPLACEMENT
FIRMS IN THE COUNTRY.

it and we won't have it for the
fall,"' said Ingrid Kromer of student services.
Buses leave from in front of
the Wabash building at 8 p_,n.,
8:45 p.m., 9:30 p.m., 10:15 p.m.
and 10:55 p .m. From the
Wabash building the bus wiD
make stops at the Lasalle Street
Station, Union Station,
Northwestern Station , the
Ravenswood elevated at Clark
and Lake Streets and the sub, way station at Washington and
State Streets. The bus then
returns to the Wabash building.
The service is on a trial-run for
therestofthesemesteratwhich
time the administration wW
review how well it wod;ed and
if it will be offered again next
fall.
The Auror:1. Univenity

't .

Semester m the

American West

/

:r _You

~o ppreciate •t.&aft
, qcn~o.w I~ and

HIRING FOR MAY!
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Art/Sales Consultants

bc. .JCMoithot CDOst~

"'<NC& OOft&o

Creative. outgoing art and design majors. start
your career with C hicago's largest custom frame
company We're looking for customer-oriented
protessio'1ols to use your skills in a detailed. fast·
po.:ed team environment. Send resume to:

!!!HAND JOBS!!!
FOR
SENIORS AND GRADS
NOW THAT WE HAVE YOUR ATTENTION,
DO YOU

Bus provides
free, safe ride

For
Keith
Lusson,
Columbia's job developer, the
career fair was a success. He .
said he mailed over 200 invitations to employers, hoping to
spruce up the participation. Invitations were also mailed to
LeShaundra Brownlee
juniors and seniors. Lusson
CDrrrsp<mdnrl
said six fonner Columbia students came to the fair
Night-time students now
representing employers.
have a safe and convenient way
"We wanted to get many
to connect with their buses and
qualified employers that reflect trains in the Loop area.
majors in Columbia and bring
Columbii! is offering free
them on campus and have
night time bus service, running
them meet as many students as
Monday through Friday, to six
possible," Lusson said.
transportation hubs around the
Last year, according to Lus- Loop.
son, some students did find
The service is paid for by the
employment from the job fair.
office of student life, according
"Weare very happy about the to Madeline Roman-Vargas, asemployer turnout," he said. sistant d ean of student life.
"There are a lot of quality After an ad ran in last Mondays
people."
Chronicle, there was a turnout of
Student attendance grew eight ,people who used the sercompared to last year's fair, ac.. vice M'onday night A total of14
cording to Lusson. He said 130 people turned out Tuesday.
students made reservations
"Unfortunately, if we don't
and about 200 came to the fair. get enough people to use the
The job fair is one of 15 student sPrvice, it will show the adevents held by the placement ministration that we don't need
office this year.
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WE HAVE OVER 3000 COMPANIES ACTIVELY
LOOKING FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES TO
FILL EXECUTIVE POSITIONS BOTH NATIONALLY AND INTERNATIONALLY.

SALARIES RANGE FROM
$20,000 TO $75,000 PLUS.
CA LL 1-800-532-7345
TO SPEAK WITH ONE OF OUR I'LAC t:M ..~ NT
S I'ECIA LISTS.
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Wabash Bldg.

Station

Clark/Lake

State/Wa ~hinl(lo n

Bus leaves from the Wabash Building at:
8:00pm 8:45pm 9:30pm 10: 15 pm 10:55 pm
For more information contact or stOJl by the Student
Srrviccs Office -xt45? or J{m•m 311 I, Wnhash
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.9pning ~inaQQy altltil!ed in time ~It
CoQumbia' ~ ceQebnaHon o~ 8anth COay
199g on CJhun~day, u4pniQ 22. .9tuden~
and ~taM enjoyed the oppontunity to get
outdoolt~. 'paint the ~idewaQ~ ned,' and
Q~ten to a llaltiety Ob ~pea~elt~ and
pe!tboltmelt~ in the Slokin. CJ'he ChnonicQe
ha~ put togethe!t a netnospectllle Ob anea
event~.

Mathew Ryan

EVERY TODAY:

• We lose over 100 square miles of rainforest.
• We lose another 65 square miles to desertification.
• We lose 40-100 species, and the human
population increases by 250,000.
• We add 2,500 tons of CFCS to the atmosphere and 15 million tons of carbon.
by Abour Cherif

Surrealism Revisited
By Krista Nabhani
~

Ruth Thome-Thomsen com-

poses subtly crafted landscapes
blending time and everyday
perception to create a dreamy,
romantic view of an unreal
place that exis ts only in
photographic reality.
"Within This Garden," at
Columbia's Museum of Contemporary Photography, is the
firs t retrospective of ThomeThomsen's work. It spans all o f
her series "Expeditions,"
"Door," "Prima Materia,"
"Views from the Shoreli ne,"
"Messengers" and "Songs from
the Sea."
She often uses pinhole
cameras to achieve infinite
depth of field to mirror the
sense of space in the 19th century exploratory photographs,
specifically those of Francis
Frith. Much of her earlier work
is presented as small, sepiatoned, blaclc and white prints
produced from paper negatives. In "Messengers," s he
abandons the pinhole camera
and prints the images large,
manipulating them in the
darkroom.
Her themes are classic. We
recognize them from the

World..()'-Culture mas terpiece
prints brought to us in the
fourth grade by the Picture
Lady. Her surrealist references
arc so specific as.to make it difficult to take thi s work
seriously except as a parody of
its influences. But these are
simple conclusions and now
we must look beyond our surface perceptions. The 19th
century references are so dear
that it is hard to respect these
pictures as modem images. Yet
due to their surrealist treatement they must be interpreted
as such. Perhaps through this
appropriation and mutation
they even become timeless.
It would be easy to quote
from the educational packet
that the museum provides. If
art exists solely for the analytical pleasures of the historian
and the graduate student than
surely that would be the proper
path. But the audience must
have some role in the interpretation of art.
And so, some comments from
the crowd at the exhibit:
"It seems like a lot of these
pieces are very repetitive," said
Ben Roth, a film sophomore.
"'t's like she seemed to come up
with a good idea and then drive
it into the ground by naming it

Listen
Reviews
Svgv
"B~astn"

RykoDisc
Days before Easter, Bob
Mould and company unleashed this 32-minute
concept EP in follow-up to last
year's excellent "Copper IDue"
record . From the cover photo
of blood stained intestine-like
shoe strings down to the as-

Camera.
"' think that some of these are
very incredible but, uh, I'm not
quite sure what they mean,"
said another intoxicated student. "But they are fun to look
at. That'saboutalllthink, totell
you the truth. And they also
have champagne and you can' t
really beat that."
The images are beautiful and
well crafted. Although at a
second viewing they become
saccharin, at first look many
provoke a sense of wonder and

Up

Tom Shea
Con<spotr4nd

and repeating it and repeating
it and renderingittotallymeaningless."
"' think iI's wonderful, very
beautiful, very interesting, very
dramatic and dynamic," said
Margaret Curry, a musician
who performed at the opening.
"I think they're highly enigmatic. There's grand room for
interpretation," added Matt
Kramer, a fine arts student and
museum employee.
"'t has an international flavor
to it. If I were going to buy one
print it would be that Zebra
Man, that striped black and
white on the sand... kind of
light and arty... something you
could hang in the living room,•
said an intoxicated red-haired
man who works at Central

experienced and the expectalions placed him on to that of
Jesus Christ. According to
Mould,eachofthesixsongson
"Beaster" EP are supposed to
representthecyclesoflife. The
closer, "Walking Away," is a
surprisingly gentle, optimistic
ending for such a draining
album
In the hands of the wrong
person (i.e. Sting), such a
record theme might seem
pretentiousandindulgent,but
coming from Mould and
Sugar, "Beaster's" honest cry
of d
·
cks
· th
face espalr sma
you m e
·

'
•

creative is their mixing of hip
hop, live instruments (guitar,
bass and drum), anti-slick
production and Mike lvey's
woozy, mumbling singing.
All thisaddsuptohiphopthat
challenges pop and gangster
rappers alike mto using their
imagination to create something different instead of
reworking the same hip hop
formula in order to make
money and exploit the form.
Overall, "'Not In Kansas
An
re" · 't
·
t
ymo ISO _ascons1s1en a
record as the1r debut, but
·many of the songs like "FFuffy
and Richard," about a friend
who has sex with cats, are a
gas. Also, the hilarious hick
bar parody that began on
"Play With Toys" is continued
here. The best song OQ the
album is the sarcastically
misogynous single, "Do You
Wanna Fuck or What?"

Too Much Joy
"Mutiny"
Giant/Warnn- BrotheN
uultive
music
that
Kwmpanies it, "Beaster'' Is
II;Jorlously oppregive.
The album begjns with the
delicate, melancholic "Come
Around" a.nd then goes into
the most brula150f18 Su~r has
recorded yet, "Tlfted. Accompanied by pded lyrics of
!!uift and disillusionment,
'Tilted" begiN the string of
d~turblngaongs.

In "Judas C radle," named
after • med leva! torture device
and In "J C Auto," which
~tands for Jesus Ch ri s t
Au~phy, Mould comp~rf'' the betrayal he's

Ba1eh~ad

"Not In Ka,..a1 Anymor~"
ltm~go Record•
The follo w-up to last year's
Innovative hlp hop LP "Play
With Toys" continues to pus h
hlp hop Into new territory.
Mike rvey and h is va rious
array of studio collaborators
spent a little mot"e time and
money In the studio to make
this diJum tighter and funkk>r.
On "Not In Kansas Anymore,"
I vey slrlg8 a k>t about getting
etoned, especially o n songs
like "/ Need A Joint."
Wha I ma kctt &81'head 110

" Mutiny" is the fourth
record from thi s annoying
Scarsdal e, New York band.
Basically, they play harmless
generic power pop in polo
shirts with a grating, whJny
singt'f lead ing the pack. This
is coll ege mu sic for overprivileged, white, fra t boys
whoaretoo witty forthelr o wn
good. Tlx'Y d estroy a JX:rfcctly
good pop so ng with their
cover o f the Record 's new
wave hit, "Starry F.yl'!l." Too
Much Joy's prl'118 blo dL'IICI"IIx•s
them us "dcllantly uncool."
Defiantly unoriginal Is mot"e
lilc.clt.

that, says Ruth Thorne-Thomsen, is what she is trying to do
"if only for a moment."
Also featured at the Museum
is Debbie Fleming-Caffery's
"Carry Me Home," a series of
magically intimate portraits of
the South. She has been
photographing the sugar cane
industry since 1973 and
manages a perfectly contemporary approach to what had
appeared to be an overworked
cliche. Her series is a tapestry of
sur~ea l,
foreboding,
mysterious, dark, fantastic and
evocative human landscapes.
Viewing these images invites
a flood of vague, dreamlike
memories of a more innocent
time when we too were immersed in the myth and ritual
of land and spirit. "Daybreak
withGhost''(1989,silvergelatin
print) recalls a time when we
actually believed that just by
being the first person outside at
dawn we could actually walk
into tomorrow and solely inhabit virgin time.
The show runs at the
Museum of Contemporary
Photography through May 29.
Debbie Fleming-Caffery will
lecture on her work 6:30 p.m.,
April22. For more information
call (312) 663-5554.
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Hokin Features Winners
By Hayley Carlton
SIJiffWril<r

Earlier this month, 19 winning Weis man Scholarship
projects were displayed in the
Hokin Center. They included
art, film, journalism, public
relations, dance, and photography.
The projects ranged from a
large twisting sculpture which
resembled coiled snakes and a
cartoon-like drawing of rings
and swirls, reminiscent of outer
space. Another sculpture included tubing with a wooden
cross mounted on a wooden
bQx.
The exhibit, which opened
April 2, ran through April 16.
There were 13 wall displays
and seven films and videos.
The best of show award was
won by Chris Sape, an interdis-

Legends
frompagel
performances.
"Acoustic guitar is what the
original blues was made of," he
says. " The electric stuff
reminds me too mucll of rock

music."
Other noted performers who
frequent Legends are B.B. King.
Albert King. and the Bricktown
Barbeque Boys, who opened
for Guy and Wells. The month
of April will feature Harmonica Hinds~ .Wampus Cats,
and Jake and the Salty.Dogs.
Along with an authentic
blues atmosphere, Legends
educates those not familiar

dplinary arts rruijor . Her work
consisted of a wall sculpture of
abstract pieces of metal
mounted on a board. The pieces
varied in length, with some
coiled and snake-like a nd
others with a Native-Anierican
flare. The piece is a photo of a
bridge and people looking out
of a chain link fence.
A project by Hokin Center
Director CarolAnn Brown,
called ''Bureau of Attitude,"
was made specifically for its environment; in this case, the
Prairie Avenue Gallery in
Chicago. The piece consisted of
two large oval photographs of
stained glass panels, in b etween the two photos was a
large cross.
Brown says that the project,
which she did as a thesis last
May, is a "deep instruction of
christian iconography," and

features broken stained glass
windows. The project was for
her master's d egree in interdisd plinary arts.
Th e Weisman Scholarship
began in 1974 to help Columbia
students complete projects
having to do with communications.
Students can win grants up to
$1,000 to help complete their
projects. To qualify, students
must be enrolled in a minimum 15 credit hours for the fall
and spring terms combined.
The scholarship was named
for th e late AI WeismJn, a
former Columbia trustee, w ho
worked in journalism a ld
public relations.

with the music and its roots.
Ale>. Acevedo has worked ~·
Legends as a doorman since it
opened. "Ourattitudesarereally good," he said. "We give
people a lot of blues bands that
don' t play anywhere else
around here. Also, we have
white blues performers."
The outside r esembles a
shabby joint on Hollywood
Boulevard, yet the $10 cover
charge proves that it is no
dump.ltis a "come as you are,"
cozy place and even if you are
not big on the blues, you may
find that you fit right in regard- .
less.
~
v
Most of Legends' regulars
drink tall coof ones, so if you
have a taste for beer, that's all

the more reason to come.
Getting to Legends is easy,
but getting a seat is not. Tickets
should be purchased in advance to ensure good seating.
Otherwise, there is standing
room only. Legends is open
every night and is located on
the southwest corner of
Wabash Avenue and East 8th
Street. For tickets and show information, call427-0333.

Personal Essay:

'The Departure'
By Cassandra Sanders

A few weeks befare our formal introduc-

tion, I sensed someone new was coming
into my life but I didn't know who or how
ar why. I only knew he was coming and I
was glad. I wanted him to stay with me
forever. I knew he would love me but I also
knew in my lu!tlrt he would leave me; they
all do.
For the first few months, we were as one. We
spent every moment together. We felt each
others thoughts, and seemed to flow in perfect
sync.
We enjoyed long. quiet walks together along
the beacll. Sunset was the best time to walk; it
was so peaceful then. I remember tinles we'd
lie in bed all day. Sometimes we'd watch
television or listen to jazz. I used to read my
poetry to him out loud. It made him feel special
when I shared my innennost thoughts with
him. The time we spent before his departure
was wonderful. All along, thoug h, I knew it
would only be a matter of time before we
would grow apart. I tried to prepare myself for
his inevitable d eparture but no matter how
hard you try, you can never really be prepared
to end a relationship as special as ours. He was
my best friend. We shared so much Jove and
tenderness, I.knew we would love each other
forever.
During our last two weeks together, I could
feel things between us change. It became glaringly obvious that we were both getting more
and more uncomfortable being together so
much. He needed mucll more space and I was
also feeling burdened by our closeness. I felt
him cllanging and I knew that soon we would
have no choice but to separate. I secretly

prayed that we could return to the way things
wP.re in the beginning but I knew we couldn't.
We had both outgrown our need for that type
of relationship.
On the night of his departure, we fought for
hours. I said a lot of terrible things that I didn' t
mean. He showed me a side of him I had never
seen before and it scared me.
I tried to hold on to him and not let go, as if
that would magically stop the momentum of
our splil The more I tried to hold on, the more
violent he became. Soon our fight turned physical. He was punching and kicking and howling
like an animal. Before I passed out, I remember
thinking for a split second, "How could two
people who love eacll other so much hurt each
other so mucll?" The last thing I remember was
looking up at the clock; it was 10:34 p.m.
We were both in the hospital when I woke
up. I could bare ly move due to multiple
stitches, swelling and intense pain. I didn't see
him right away, but I knew he had to be in
pretty bad shape too.
That was almost five years ago and I see him
every day. Weare friends now, believeitornol
We have our own separate lives and have put
the past behind u s.
I will always love him but it took me some
time to accept the fact that things could never
bethewaytheywerewhen we first mel I know
I want the best for him and although our
relationship has cllanged, our love hasn't.
No matter where life takes us in the many
years to come, we will always have a special
and unbreakable bond. After all, that may very
well be the only thing a single mother can be
sure of.
Having my son taught me the meaning of
unconditional love. No other love can compare.

slippin' through 911
by vanessa cross

this woman thinkin'
just 'cause
I ain't cryin
and carryin' on
just 'cause
I walk down three flights
of ghetto stairs
cross a
slick freezin' street
keepin' sense
'nough to dial
just 'cause
I'm standln'
on this dark street
here
surviving
and talkin' through
this pain
she think
just 'cause
of this
i don't need
no ambulance
to catch
this slippin'
come askin'
me...
'can't you take
the bus?
'ain't nobody 'round
to help you?
i say to
this woman
who thinks
she can feel
my pain
over this damn phone
i tell this woman
who doesn't know my name
if i could stop this
nasty
dyin'
slippin' feelin'
'tween my legs

I wouldn't be dialin'
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Leading -wotnen
The second symposium on "Women Who
Lead" will be held Thursday, April 29, at the
Standani Oub, 320 S. Plymouth Court. The program. sponsored by
TheMuseumofContemporary
Photography, explores issues of
lead(!TShip, networking and mentoring.
Panelists will be
Dr. Dolores E. Cross,
president of Chicago
State University;
Grace I<aminkowitz,
political columnist
for Crain's Chicago
Business, Illinois
Politics and Today's
Chicago Woman; Dr. Francoise Meltzer, a
University of Chicago professor and coeditor of
--Critical Inquiry; Judith Russi Kirshner, director
of the School of Art and Design at the University
of Chicago; Miriam Santos, city treasurer; and

Joan K. Weinstein, President and CEO of the
Ultimo, Ltd., Giorgio Armani and Sonia Rykiel
boutiques on Oak Street.
All Columbia students and guests are
invited to attend this
free event, which starts
at 6 p.m. Reservations
are required and can
be made at the
museum in the 600 S.
Michigan Ave. building, or by calling
663-5554.
The program will
open with a performance of "Request
Concert" by Dance
Chairwoman Shirley
Mordine and Carol Loverde of the
theater/music department. Catherine Slade,
also of the theater/music department will
direct.

LEARN ABOUT GRANTS AND LOANS
DATE

TIME

ROOM

April28
May 5
May12

2:00pm
5:00pm
10:00 pm

409Wabash
613 Wabash
409Wabash

Choose a date and time
RSVP to the Finacial Aid office 663-1600 xt. 140

Excerpts from ... The Smokin' Dude Story

I

IJY

~

TO-

+.
:)

'II ~
1 ~ ........,

"A

.

packa smokes enna cuppa joe .. . ta go," muttered The Smokin' Dude as he
entered his favorite convenience store/deli. People stared. Who was this wild
dude w~h the cool white t-shirt? Why does he walk in and order the same thing
every day? Howcan he talk and smoke at the same time? Does the cigarette burn
when ~ hangs so close to his chin? Who cuts his hair? What was his story?

.
TM
It all started about 20 years ago. He was seven and soon to
become a dude. While his parents traveled Europe for the summer, he lived w1th
his Weird Aunt Edna. The world would never be the same.

{J

~

r's aETTEA TliAH

Alth~ugh she meant well, Aunt Edna was qu~e a bizarre woman.

MANAGEMENT
CAREER INFORMATION ·
DAY
ARTSeMED~•

She did lip
k10,<' roAos!
aerobics, drank cow wine and spoke fake Latin to her friend Ergo Mipsoloid. Lunch ~
~
was the same every day ... a hot crock of french onion soup and a kaiser roll. She
~
claimed it cleansed the digestive tract. He protested daily, "It~" At which -i..
Aunt Edna always replied, "It's Better Than Lickin' Toads!"
-..._.

I

eFASHIONeMUSICeVISUAL

"Hey little dude, what's up?" shouted Cuzzin Willie as he bopped his head up and
down to an imaginary tune. He was older, a bit warped ... and would stop by on
Fridays, pull his sneakers off, wiggle his toes in the little dude's face, and proclaim,
"It's Time To Party!"

fS!IElOIOI!IYI

•

~

While Cuzzin Willie acted wild ... Aunt Edna continued her {
weird antics. At night, she would sit Indian-style next to a large
ceramic pig and chant, over and over, "Oomoo Ahlsan luy lzkonboo." She
claimed that~ massaged the soul and would bring forth eternal happiness. But why
the pig????

I

THURSDAY
APRIL 29

~

(\

V
0

ePERFORMING ARTSeGENERAL.COMPUTF.R

Program includes

b IZXo••~
""" AltlSAH

{lo be continued . . .)
r---------------------------------,
I

1 Smokin' Dude T-Shirts -- $8 plus shipping/handling ... what a~ deal!
I Introducing Smokin' Dude cool white !-shirts . . . Please Print
Name
I with The Smokin' Dude on the front . . .
1

and your choice of smoke cloud on the back.
To order. Fill u:us out, write a check and send it in.

Address
City
Phone

I
I

i!f

I

I

State _ _ _ Zip__

Shirt Selection
Quantity/Size Price
Cost
(White 100% cotton Hanes Beefy-T)
L
XL
WJggfeYourToes . . . ll'sTimetoParty! _ _ __ $Sea.
Irs Better Than Uckin' Toads!
__ __ $8 ea.
Oomoo Ahlsan lzzy lzkonboo
_ _ __ $8 ea.
Shippingfiandling - $2 for the first shirt plus $1 for each additional shirt ___
TOTAL COST: _ __

1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

l!f!!'J' /

(

1

Not Actual Size

I

Make check payable to Pink Pig Productions. Mail to: Pink Pig ~roductions, P.O. Box 502, Frankfi~ Park. IL

60131. Allow 2-4 weeks for delivery. Offer available while supphes last. C 1992 P1nk P1g Productions

---------------------------------

• PANEL DISCUSSION:
"A DAY IN MY (WORK)LIFE"
by seven people in entry-level jobs
within management careers
........................... at 9:30 to 11 :15 a.rri.
FERGUSON THEATER

J

• RESERVED ONE-ON-ONE CONFERENCES
WITH EMPLOYER REPRESENTATIVES
For list of mpmsentstives Bnd to ff!IS8f\1'8 mne.
contact the Management D9PIIrtment (7th Fl.-Torco)

...................at 11 :15 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
various sites in TORCO BUILDING
n<E MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT...., CAAEER PlANHIHG & P\XEMENT
lor tnO"e ll"''fQrrnaocw call PaNE~ C.W... Molt..,. Jt:ze3.1800. Ext. 2&4
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OP-ED

For the rapidly aging teachers and staff of Columbia here
are some tips on fitting In with today's students.
Pepper dialogue with, " ... know what I mean?"

Two words- black tights.
Nod head in time to music blaring from student's
Walkman on the elevator.
7) Play Hackey-Sack in front of the Wabash building. {Be
sure to take off Wing-Tips.)
9)
8)

Work on that scraggly goatee.
A creative new hair cut always works. Razor cut a
swastika In the side of your head. Better yet, how about
dyeing "Nirvana Sold Out'' in purple?
6)

5)

) ,'

4) Tum favorite Dead album up ioi'!d. Drop acid. Hop
around like a moron. (Just like you did 20 years ago.)

3) Invite useless friends to hang out in pool hall at Hokin.
Everybody is Welcome!
2) Sign up for classes. Don' t go.
1) For men - Derigueur is goofy shorts down to the ankles.

For women - We can't say it enough: tights, tights, tights!

•••••••..••sPECIAL SPRING BONUS UST•••..•••••
Whine, moan, piss and complain that the Chronicle
doesn' t truly represent you.
A)

B)

Rewrite history as you see fit. It's fun and easy-

•••j FK was the first president. He was assassinated by the
CIA/FBI/Mafia. •••Malcolm X was the second president.
He was assassinated by the FBI. • ••Nixon is a respected
foreign affairs expert. ••-There's never been anybody like
Madonna before. ••-The Berlin Wall fell because the youth
of knssia started listening to punk and reading Spin.
C) Never forget - Any time you get a bad evaluation or
miss class, it's because you have "low self esteem" and it's
society's fault not yours. So there.

I0

Ignorance knows no color
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By Dlkenta Dike
In last week's column, David Harrell
brought to light something that Is prevalent in
the black community but has not received a lot
of play. We all know how we blacks hate to air
our dirty laundry in front of the mainstream
{read white) society. No, Harrell's column
wasn't about why light-skinned blacks are
sometimes considered more desirable than
dark-skinned blacks. It wasn't about how black
men have been accused of mistreating black
women. It wasn't about why some blacks have
dyed their hair blonde. When you strip away
everything else, Harrell wrote about ignorance
within the black community.
Now, I have a probleii\~th the terrn "black
community," as if this mythical place were
somewhere between hell and high water, not
underneath the rainbow, but underneath the
expressway or just below the train tracks or In
the valley where the sludge from the nuclear
plant on the hill runs off. The ''black
community'' Is as much of a buzzword as
"vertically challenged" or "downsizing" or
even "welfare mother." Still, I
;:rsere:;: ~t~s:!. the term, so .

Malcolm X, in his more radical days, would
have seen me as a "house nigger."
I find it annoying that blacks speak about
unification, about brotherhood and a1Jeglance
with Africa and peace and love and all God's
children, but at the same time will cut down
one of their own. Walk through the Holdn on
any given day and you're bound to Mar a
brother
boisterously
affirming
his
African-ness. Two minutes later, that lime
brother will accuse me of not being "'black"
enough. And once a brother helps himlelf
{Eddie Murphy, Shelby Steele, Reginald Lewis,
Bill Cosby, and dare f say, Clarence Thornu),
he is thrashed by 1he Community for not
doing enough to "help us poor brothers out.•
Am I missing part o~.the philosophy here? The
key word In self-help is "self." My parents
always taught me that if you want IOIIlllthing
done, you have to do it yOW'IIelf.
Since I am working towards ~ thinp
accomplished by myself, since I soa In an
uarticulate" {Interchangeable wi
'"whi~)
manner, since I dre8e In khakis and denim
instead of with my pants half off my- and a
sock on my head, since I feel

0 PINJ0 N

I can't bring myself to say that
I'm a victim of any kind, but Harrell's article
{April 19) spoke to me in a special way. Since
I can remember, I've been ridiculed by certain
blacks for fitting the wannabe stereotype. I
was born and raised In the western suburbs in
an all-white, conservative, upper middle-class
town. My parents, born and raised In Nigeria,
chose to raise a family In this particular town.
I have no regrets at all about their decision-I
simply have a philosophy of playing the cards
you were dealt until it comes time to discard
{I moved to Chicago at 19). But, I have been
cause for ridicule-not only do I talk and
dress "white," but many of my friends are
white, and I must.then aspire to be white, '-.·
I've had black women (with weaves, no less)'
badger me for always defending the white
man. I've had a crowd of black teenage boys
threaten to ''beat me til I'm white" because I
was walking down the street with two white
friends. I've been laughed at, looked at funny,
and generally disregarded by some blacks
because of who I am. Yet I always thought I
was the blacker berry.
I don't feel I have assimilated into the
mainstream, nor do I feel I have betrayed. Yet

of my skin, I cannot poeaibly,
few, be consid~ ~eyes of more than a
I have come to the conclusion, though. that I
will continue to be berated by my black peen,
that nothing I do will ever be good enouah for
1he Community, and that I, .as an lndivldual,
may pose a bigger threat to The Community
than a hundred Klansmen ,ol,l a ,drunJien
rampage. I've also decided tl,at llOI'J& lWqo,I
am, that I don't need any outside validation to
respect myself. I don't. need a handbook on
how to be black. Black isn't a state of mind,
hell, it isn't even the true color of my skin
{which is a couple sha4es . darker than my
I@:VI:J~d~tor's).
'
I~rance does not confine •itself to one
particular group of people. Ignorance thrives
~~' and it is time. we begin rooting it
out Wlthin The Commuruty. Ignorance truly
~ects everyone, from our ~-proclaimed civil
nghts. leaders to our favonte ent~ to
our friends and loved ones. I can see both sides
of an issue as well as the next guy, yet there is
!'othing worse. than ~g to reason with
Jgnor~. A .little less 1gnorance, and The
Commuruty will be a better ideal.

An all Chicago World Series?
This brings us back to the Cubbies. Next Year Is Here! {I hope.)
As for Chicago's other non-producing World Series title team,
the White Sox, they too look good. But they have more problems
Wouldn't it be great if both of our baseball teams could make the than they expected. You may say Bo's comeback is awesome for
World Series? It might happen. The only problem lies with the the SouthSiders. Unfortunately the Sox did not expect nor want
White Sox, because my Cubbies are going to the World Series. Bo to do so well. The Sox plan was to just have Bo around until
That's right, you heard it here first; the Cubs are going to win the May rolls around and then cut him.
You ask why would they do this? For publicity, silly. The Sox
National League East, then the pennant and off we go. Yes, the
Chicag0 Cubs.
are making money off of Bo's rresence on the team. Now you ask
Bd ng i'n overzealous Cub fan most of my 19 years, I have u tiered another foolish question, wei if he's doing good... all the better,
those words many times. But now I'm a realist and I still say the right? WRONG!
Cubs have the best shot at winning than anyo ne else in their
Now this means a spot has to be created for him eliminating
division. (A division that is the worst in baseball.)
someone else's job. Maybe George Bell. Now you say 'oh.' But not
I may be crazy but I'm not stupid. I realize t h e y - - - - - - - - - - tq worry; Bo will break his plastic hip In two before
lost last year's Cy Young Award winner Greg Mad0
the All-Star break and then he11 go to Hollywood
dux. I also know they lost a formerN.L. MVP, Andre
and make movies or have movies made about him
Da wson, but tha t won' t worry me nor make much of a difference. (''The Bo Jackson Comeback Story''). 'Poor Bo', he'll only collect
Who needs them anyway? Both of them went to teams in other millions of dollars in athlete's insurance.
Now about their season. The Sox will finish in second as usual.
di visions. So it's not like helping the opposition.
While the Cubs were losing players to free agency, they were Why? Because they can't win an important sa~. I'm sorry. They
also gaining some talent. With the addition of Randy Myers and can win an Important one. That silly one they'll play In the first
week of May. That's right, the Crosstown Claselc. For some odd
Dan J>lesac, the Cubs now have the dt'CpCSt bullpen in the game.
Thc only obstacle inthe Cubs' way is Ryne Sandberg's hand and reason it Is the most Important game for a Sox fan. Granted they
Shawon Dunston. Ryno should be back in top fonn by May. The always win it. But docs that mean they're better than my Cubbies?
other is Dunston's back. I d oubt he will be able to return from back NO! The only reason they win Is because all the Cube starters are
&urgery. The C ubs should be looking for a rcplaa.m ent now.
half way home by the third Inning. The Cubs use this as an opporAs (OT the rest of the division: the l' irall.'!l 101lt the lx.'St playt'l' In tunlty for some C!Xposurc for mfnor leaguers, the Sox choose to
ba&cball, Barry Bonds; the Cardinals ha ve no pop in the bat; the take after their fans--treat it like the World Series.
Met& r~e<:d to bounce back from lnjurit'!l; the l'hillit'!l will not win
Getting back to their season, look for Oakland or Minnesota to
simply bccaull(: I don't like them; the Marlins arc new. This leaves be atop the division once again. The Sox arc a good !'elm but they
u~ with the Expos. 'fh<.'Y mJght give the Cub~ o run for the money,
urc one or two players away from making it.
cmly to fade In !k:ptembt'l'.
By Duds Rodrigue Jr.
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By Christopher P. Auman

Registration woes.To.theEditor,

Courses are based on other
courses taken first. If a student
closed, then they have to wait
until the next semester and that
pushes their graduation back
another semester.
As a second semester junior, I
have witnessed this unjust
treatment firsthand. I was one
· ofthelastpeopletoregisterthis
semester because I was lucky
enough to have my last name
start with a "C" and they were
scheduled last. I found that a
decent number of classes had

Even though registration is
· far behind us, there remains a
problem that I would like to call
attention to in the hope that it
can ·be resolved by the admW&tfation •before next
semester. Columbia desperately needs to reorganize its
registration system so that it
will be a blessing to us all,
rather than the burden it is
now.
r< . ~·J been:Closedr (Qnesineededifl
I 'transferred into Columbia was ever going tO' graduate.)
Upon further investigation, I
from a state school where I
thought their registration sys- found that spots in the classes
tem was terrible. I never h ?d been taken by some
realized I had it so good! The sophomores and freshmen. I
registration system here at have
nothing
against
Columbia is very disappoint- sophomores and freshmen, I
ing.
was one once too, ~owever, I
The first major change I sug- have only so much time left ~o
gest would be to let seniors graduate and I need certam
register first, followed by classes t~ do so. Sophom~res
juniors, then sophomores, then and fres men have more ti~e
freshmen. Transfer students than I do to ~aduate. I ~hink
should be allowed to register at ~t by cha~gJn~ the rejpstratheirclass standing level, rather tion system, It Will be eas•e~ for
than with the freshmen. The upper-classmen to get mto
·
f thi
f needed classes and, therefore,
mam reason or
s way o
d t
'thin
bl
· te · · bee
h
gra ua e WI
a reasona e
~ rmg IS
a us~ t e ?IT- amount of time.
. nculums are very mtens1ve.
Thesecondsuggestionihave
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is to hold registr11tion for the
next semester during the current one (i.e. regi.s tration for
Summer '93 or Fall '93 can be
done now). This way students
will have a fair amount of time
to look over class schedules,
find out about possible
teachers, and get academic advising, ifdesired, without being
pressured to do all of this
within two weeks.
I understand thatColurnbia is
a commuter campus causing a
lot of uncertainties as to who
,. wil~ be :•here for the next
semester, but I believe that the
majority of s tudents and
teachers know if they will be
here or elsewhere next
semester.
Fortunately, I will be a senior
after this semester and I will be
able to register somewhat early.
Mysyrnpathygoesouttoallthe
soon-to-be juniors who might
have to be here for an extra
semester or two because they
were closed out of classes
needed prior to others.
I sincerely hope that sufficient attention wiU be called to
this problem, creating less
headaches and happier students because they can
graduate on time.

The. scriptwriters at all three major networks and, of course
Fox, have been waiting, impatiently I'm sure, to write the final
scenes of the David Koresh/Branch Davidian made-for-TV
movie. A_s much as we all love Joey Buttafucco and Amy Fisher,
the magJc they created for us and the void they filled in our
otherwise empty lives, it is time to move on and the holocaust
at the Koresh compound carne just in time to satisfy the craving
we all get for real life drama driven by an all out media blitz.
Drew B~rryrnore's phone has probably been ringing off the
hook. M.•chael Gross has proba~ly been rehearsing his David
Koresh Imes for weeks. The deal IS done, production has begun
and. we were all lucky eno.ugh to get a true American-style
e~dmg; a bloody confrontation, guns, violence, an apocalyptic
rughtrnare come true, God came to David Koresh in a 20-ton
tank.
This is not the end of the story. As far as the networks are
concerned it is; beginning-middle-end, drama, climax, denouement, even a little hanky panky goin' on with Koresh and a
couple dozen female followers, but for FBI Director William
Sessions, for Attorney General, Janet Reno and quit~ possibly
for President Clinton, it a in't over yet.
Why? Because the plan backfired, people died, children died,
and someone must be blamed. It is April20, as I write this, one
day after the fact, and nobody has decided who is at fault, but
everybody involved in the handling of the Koresh Situation is
under much scrutiny and heavy criticism, except of course for
the press. I never really sympathized with those, more conservative than I, who cursed the godawful "liberal press" until I
watched the Sessions news conference on TV this morning. The
man was asked in probably six or seven differently worded
q1_1estions, ?id he feel ~esponsible for the deaths of 86 people, 25
ot them children and If not, why weren't there more fire trucks
on the scene?·The answer never varied. The mass suicide was
not expected and was certainly not the only means available to
the .cultis~ to ~omrni~ mass suicide, in any case, even if every
available fire fighter m the Southwest had been available, the
FBI. was not going to let them anywhere near the compound
which was known to be armed with .50-caliber machine guns
with a shooting range of 3,000 yards.
It has becom.e clear that somebody must accept responsibility
to set the pubhc at ease, but who is responsible for a suicide? By
definition, the responsibility lies ultimately on the individual.
In a mass suicide the responsibility would lie on the group as a
w~ole. Why can't we just blame the whole damned thing on the
tWisted psychology and CIJlt logic of David Koresh and his
follo wers? Why can't the blame rest on David Koresh' s
shoulders?
Where !her~ ~r.e children involved things get a little hairy, that
and the possibility that maybe not everyone in the compound
was 110% behind the idea of setting themselves on fire, at least
not after the first flames started flickering. In the end, 25 kids
died in that fire and that sucks, so for right now both sides,
Koresh's lawyers and the Federal Government will acmse and
defend back and forth until the shock has worn off and the hype
has worn down. Maybe then it will be accepted that there are
certain people, like David Koresh, who are going to think that
they are the Lamb of God occasionally and who maybe have that
rare ability to control people's minds and lives. Like Hitler,
Manson and Jim Jones before him, Koresh had a sick talent for
making people come to him, kill for him and even die for him. ,
Placing the blame on the FBI, the Attorney General or even the '
~resident will ~ot prevent this from happening again. It was I
s~rnply a highly volatile situation that literally exploded. It's
time now to let the credits roll on this one and wait for the Home j
Alone; For Real, made-for-TV movie to be aired on one of your I
favorite networks.
I
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A selctive guide to events of interest to the Columbia oommunlty

CHEAP! Fill/U.S• .SEIZED
89 MERCEDES ........... ~....S2oc):.
86 vw ............................- S50

. - o •••• '.uko~ aaiy ~a..ea...
T.-Jated.. for. your he Smokin

Dude SpcxtswW Cata_Joa, ICnd your
name and address 10: Sniokin' Dude
87 MERCEDES ....
:.S100··
. Sports......,r, P.O. Box 502, Frmklin ·
65 MUSTANG........:,:. ....... $50 .
Choose from tbousand sta1iog • S50. . Park, 116013 I
SMOKING' DUDE SPORTSWEAR
FREE lnfonnati01i24 ~Hotline.
I 80 I 379-2929
C IL048550
_It docsn 't have to maloe sense 10 frt

:r. ....

Monday26
The Film and Social Club will be showing "Eating Raoul" at
6 p.m., room 921,600 S. Michigan Ave.
Tuesday27
Conversation groups for non-native speakers of English
will be held Tuesdays from 4-5 p.m. in the Writing Center,
7th floor Wabash.

GREEKS & CLUBS
R.\ISE A COOL 51,080.00
In just one week! Plus $1,000.00 for
the lt'embt!f who calls! and a FREE

KITTENS FOR SALE!
3 beautiful. healthy kittms fa- sale $25.
each. Call April 31663-1600 xt.611

Wednesday 28

tGLvo coou:it if yoU.:qpalify.
Call I 800 932~0~28,Xt, 65
..

College night at Elbo Room featuring The Nixons, The
Rituals and Cornmother. 9:30p.m., no cover.

. MOVING SALE! - ·
New"3piece tiving room.set ~001- ·
gotiable; bedroom furniture: .' disb,-

Li""""'"'- lofts. raw&dcmis<d 'l"""' 3Y8iJ..

LOfTS FOR RENT . .

Author Charles Johnson will do a question/answer session
from 12:30 to 2 p.m. in room 624 Torco. Later will be a
reading at 7:30p.m. in the Ferguson Theater.

able.lmdwoodlloors,higllceo:q;.cxpaoal
tirnbas. finishodbcUifully,311iolic<XJrm»
niy.Srrmliantoop.Call Joann 226-0459
FUNDRAISER

Thursday29

We're loolcq fOra llp ti3rarity, 90I'Ority <r

Spring film program features "Dead Men Don't Wear
Plaid," 4 p.m. in the Hokin Center.

~ orpli:mlion 1hal »Wkk like 10
$.500-$1500 fa-one~ nwl<dingpqea
rigltm~ MlsbecrPiizalontlad·

"*

watcing. CaD I 800 592-2121 ca. D

Just because Earth Day was last Thursday, don't forget to
Think Green! Every day is earth day.
Friday30
Chelsea Bridge, a jazz concert, at the Getz Theater tonight at
7:30p.m. and Saturday at 8 p.m. Tickets $3-$10.

FREE PUPPIES( ·
Heal thy, handso~."5 mos.' old mixiil
~eel -P'!P.'· Plav ful, inld.liaent IDd

LEARN TO BARTEND
Prores.imal Bartending school at 529
• S,.WabasiliCeks peaoo 10 do lele·

MAKE MONEY SEJ.LING ·. ·
GUATEMALAN CLOT~ING
" ' Jlb!oa: """"'calling .bafS:.$6.00 per
Be tip! ~ mmey ..,_ a.-m.lln . hour p.... :lO 8txible bOOn per week.
cloching.Olic:ago&m~lisbCall427 66061111id a& for Tony~

ion<:cn9:iws coaq, ~to ~q,·
cq>nl its rrab:l ir 100% a.-m.lln
cloliwlg.20'1.+-<Xllllrilsim~Call -

.- '

CRILD' CARE OPPO"'RTUNmEs

. Pre-screcoed f1111ilies &om coast to

a

John Mayall and the Blues Breakers at Buddy Guy's
Legends, 754 S. Wabash, 427-0333.
~
I

•

•

1

:1

No

bome.

Assemble products •
Ea~'
1CIIins:'You're,paid"di...:t.-

•

I

The Chicago Beach Oub is looking for teams for its 4-on-4,
co-ed, beach volleyball league this summer. For more info
call286-32Q!!.

Now birina

.~ s3GOISJOO

weekly. SWDJD«/FuD T..-. T_.
Guides, Giftsmp.SII-, Diet 1'-11,.
. Bartenden, Cuino Deal..., 110.
Wodd Travel - CaribbeD, Alllb,

No·--

EUiope, Hawaii.
sry. Call I 602 680 0323 xt. 23 _ ·
ENTERTAINERS WANTED II

Acun,juglers.IJIIIicimi.*'Y'dlcn.

Please auist our vol untec:i- Olpllizaoa
by donating your rime pcriOdatly by
brilljpog ,joy 10 abused IDd Jlcll«**d
innet:-a'\y) kids and tbe e141d)-. cat
CHICAGO CARES at· 71~
EXTRA INCOME "'3-"
Eam S200-SSOO ~ekly maiJiill993

uwti bavd

brocbwes. For- • .
fOrmation send selfaddreuocl_...,...
envelojle ta TRAVEL INC., P.O. Boil

.
lovi;;. -~~es pe.,ij ·a peiiiiiD;:m 2530, M".&m-:"Fr: 33161
borne wilb caring' pCopte: Male!- +/Or
female available. C.ill Oaude.or'Lisa · k R TJ P 0 R T R A IT
P B 0TOGRAPRER W -ANTED_! ·
at3121737 8135
Four. ..Omen self-p_.,lillli,. "750-·

.OO.y 1a dr:oaiAZ.TccbJnwls31214!)4- contiOoid~fJr·cariaatlllli~du8!.to -6378
· · · ~eDd ye'ar u a liv~iD cbildc:.-e
··proViller: SIS0.$300/wedi, room. &·
· baud, ...r airfm: iir.:iudecf."C.Ji Cbilszlo-ueo wi:i:KLY

Saturdayt

Dnaoina

cook ware, etc.. Hurry Call 3121247
8130 She!Jtika orCirdy

citUJSE SHIP iiiMPJ.OYIIKNT

"cte.lt: 't

copy poetry book. Seeldai fciaUc
photosnpber 10 join pojec1 by _ .
, lribuling cover-~ pboloa._

Will be . widely publiCized
readilip. . To incpre, c:.n
Dombqat 312/477-9634.

dnuP

._

c'RUISE"SinrS NOW BJaJI'IG

$2,000 -+11D0111b + -.td law!
Holi~y.:s-..,..c.-~~~~p~oy~

meilt availatllc; No experiac:e
uec:eaay. For·~~ ,...a
Clll 1;206 ~ xt.CS7t3· ·

800 574-8889

Fully G..nnteed. FREE" information
24 1hout Hotline."

I 80 • 379-2900

I

H'l •

• • (J

C IL048550 ·
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The verdict was half
right. All of the officers
should have been
convicted , becau se
they all had part in the
beating of King. The
officers knew that what
they did was wrong and
they also know what
police procedure is .
Beating up a man to
that extent is not police
procedure and there is
no excuse for that type
of beating. It all boils
down to the fact that
King was black, and the
officers were white. lt's

All four officers should
have been found guilty.
I can't believe that with
the evidence and
everything the jury took
so long for a messed
up verdict. Rodney King

Tina Bahle
Journalism
Sophomore
This country neverfails
to prove that there Is
liberty, and justice for
some.

I believe that they
received just punishment but, can't help but
feel that the guilty
verdict came more from
the actual L.A. riots than
an actual, unbiased
juried decision. It's a
shame that something
terrible has to occur in
order for justice to be
done. Its a bittersweet

llnVCliVR<""lf111Kl

serve 8

l""niAnr.A of some kind.

the four men who
Reginald Denny
they wiH more
end up in jail.
justice is fair?

